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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Juliane Dehnert.

Title word cross-reference
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Colored [DFZ00b]. conference [DGN01].
Controllability [Deh01b].
controllable [Deh02]. Cooperative [L+01].

Customized [DDGJ00].

Database [L+01].

ing engineering [DGN01].
Evaluation [DFZ00a].
Expressing [Deh01b].

Four [Deh01a].

information [DGN01].
Interlaken [DGN01].
international [DGN01].

June [DGN01].

Modeling [DFZ00a]. Models [Deh01a].

Nets [DFZ00b]. Non [Deh02].
Non-controllable [Deh02].
Performance [DFZ00a]. Petri [DFZ00b].
proceedings [DGN01]. Process [Deh01a].
Processes [Deh01b].

Reactive [ED03]. Relaxed [DR01].
robustness [Deh02].

Sound [Deh01a]. Soundness [DR01].
specification [DDGJ00]. Steps [Deh01a].
Stochastic [DFZ00b].
Switzerland [DGN01]. Symposium [L+01].
Systematic [Deh01a]. Systems [DFZ00a].

Third [L+01]. transactional [DDGJ00].

Workflow [DFZ00a].
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